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Question to Start the Day...

What year did people start talking about 
computers?

New York Times announces first Electronic 
Computer (ENIAC) in Feb 1946

Why does this say 
"Electronic Computer" 

rather than just 
"Computer"?



Before Electronic Computers,
"Computers" were people!

NY Times "Want Ad" from 1892:

From a book in 1855
(but reporting on writings from 1727)

His computer was his servant. 
Computing things was a 
menial task, working under the 
direction of the person who did 
the exalted problem-solving.

No different from today, except 
menial tasks are done by 
machines rather than servants 
- the thinkers that direct the 
computations are still doing 
the creative and interesting 
work.

One of the earliest recorded English-language 
uses of "Computer" - from 1692



Definition from the Current Oxford 
English Dictionary
computer, n.
1. A person who makes calculations or computations; a calculator, a reckoner; 
spec. a person employed to make calculations in an observatory, in surveying, 
etc.  Now chiefly hist.

2. A device or machine for performing or facilitating calculation.
a. An electronic device (or system of devices) which is used to store, 
manipulate, and communicate information, perform complex calculations, 
or control or regulate other devices or machines, and is capable of 
receiving information (data) and of processing it in accordance with 
variable procedural instructions (programs or software); esp. a small, self-
contained one for individual use in the home or workplace, used esp. for 
handling text, images, music, and video, accessing and using the Internet, 
communicating with other people (e.g., by means of email), and playing 
games.
b. by (also on) computer: by means of a computer or computers.

What's the Point?

Broaden your perspective!!

A computer is something that computes.

It can be:
● An electronic device
● A mechanical machine
● A person

Next Question....

What is science?



A definition from dictionary.com
Science
noun    
1. a branch of knowledge or study dealing with a body of facts or truths 

systematically arranged and showing the operation of general laws: the 
mathematical sciences.

2. systematic knowledge of the physical or material world gained through 
observation and experimentation.

3. any of the branches of natural or physical science.

4. systematized knowledge in general.

5. knowledge, as of facts or principles; knowledge gained by systematic 
study.

Question:  Which of these apply to computer science?

Applied to Computers (of any kind)
We care about "body of facts or truths" and "general laws"
● Core focus is not on "studying" computers

○ However: The electronic computer is our main tool, so we learn how to 
use them very effectively!

● Computer science is what makes computers useful!

● Computer science truths are independent of technology
○ Held 2000 years ago and will hold 2000 years from now
○ Why study computer technology when you can study computer 

science?

Computer science is about the fundamental truths and general laws 
that govern computing, whether the computer is electronic, mechanical, 
or human.

"Computer science is no more about computers than astronomy is about telescopes."
   - Edsger Dijkstra

Some core computer science questions

Science is about asking questions - what kind of questions do we ask?

● Is it possible to compute some function? [Computability Theory]

● What is the most efficient way to compute this function?  
[Computational Complexity]

● How do we express how to compute something clearly and 
unambiguously? [Programming Languages]

● How can we organize a large amount of information so it can be 
used in our computations?  [Data structures and Databases]

● How can we make machines/devices that can compute things 
quickly?  [Computer Architecture]

● How can we coordinate multiple computations that might require 
the same resources [Operating Systems]



Sample computational problem

Euclid figured out how to do this efficiently  ...   around 300 BC!

Euclid was solving a computer science problem 2400 years ago!!!

Differences:
His computer was the human mind - dealing with maybe dozens of 
operations in an involved calculation.

He didn't have a clean way to express his algorithm.

He didn't have the background to understand "efficient computation" in 
the way we do today (Euclid's algorithm first analyzed in 1844).

How do we find the greatest common divisor (GCD) of 135 and 210?

Fast Forward to Today...

We still use Euclid's algorithm in cryptographic operations!

Example:  What is the GCD of 
153103965093671035918341035160983 and 
9813587135019680294860958134060915?

Those are 33 and 34 digit numbers.  In cryptography we 
routinely work with 600 digit numbers (and longer!).

Question:  If your computer does a billion computations a 
second, how long would it take to find the GCD of these numbers 
doing "trial division" (testing all possible divisors by division)?

How Fast Can People Compute?

We are going to have a calculation race - how fast are you?

Make sure you have a sheet of paper and pencil/pen

On the following screen are three arithmetic problems

When I change slides, start working on these and solve 
them as fast as you can - I'll time you!

Raise your hand when you have the answers.



The Problems

 132831
+476884

 942
x837

 412856
-304158

The Answers

 132831
+476884
 609715

   942
  x837
788454

 412856
-304158
 108698

How Fast?
If t is the fastest time, then t/3 seconds per calculation (or 3/t 
calculations per second)

Obviously, computers can do this faster, but...

In June 2012 the most powerful computer on earth 
could do 16,320,000,000,000,000 calculations per 
second (16.32 petaflops).

See http://www.top500.org/

Thinking about computations on this scale is incredibly different from 
thinking about computations at a few calculations per minute.

Thus.....    Computer Science becomes an active field of its own.

http://www.top500.org/


Some Other Questions...

How accurate were you?

Were all the calculations the same difficulty?
● What makes some calculations harder than others?  A fundamental 

computer science question!

What about cost?
● How much would it cost to do 1 calculation per second non-stop for a year, 

paying $10/hour?

How Computing Power Has (and Will) Grow

From:
http://www.singularity.com/charts/page70.html

Example from 2012:

$400 computer, 2.71 Gflops

Approx. 6.8 x 109 ops/$1000

... and 
   ... can be more cost effective

A Flood of Data
It's not all about calculations per second either...

Consider the amount of data we deal with:
● Human genome:  Just over 3 billion base pairs

○ Typing in 12pt on 8.5x11 paper fits 2880 characters
○ So the human genome would be over a million pages (printed two-

sided, an 86 foot high stack of paper)

● Facebook (source: http://thesocialskinny.com/100-social-media-statistics-for-2012/ )
○ Around a billion users
○ Around 420 million status updates per day
○ On index cards, would be a stack 53 miles high!
○ ... or end-to-end would stretch around the world 1.3 times

● Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
○ 16 terabytes (16,000,000,000,000 bytes) will be captured per day
○ No human being will ever see most of this data

http://thesocialskinny.com/100-social-media-statistics-for-2012/


The value of tools...

Tools often enhance human capabilities

enhances... movement!

enhances... lifting!

More tools...

Tools often enhance human capabilities

enhances... vision!

And the electronic computer?

Electronic Computer as a tool...

Tools often enhance human capabilities

enhances... information processing!

or...
  ... analysis
  ... thinking

"Thought enhancement" enables many things 
that were never possible before!



"Information tool" opens many possibilities

Which of these innovations
involved computer scientists?

What do all of these have in common?

People who understand computing, and can create 
software in innovative ways, change the world!

■ This is real power!

Reading:  Why Software is Eating the World

Article written by Marc Andreessen:  an "American entrepreneur, investor, 
software engineer, and multi-millionaire. He is best known as co-author of 
Mosaic, the first widely used Web browser; as co-founder of Netscape 
Communications Corporation; and as co-founder and general partner of 
Silicon Valley venture capital firm Andreessen Horowitz. He founded and 
later sold the software company Opsware to Hewlett-Packard. 
Andreessen is also a co-founder of Ning, a company that provides a 
platform for social networking websites."  (Bio from Wikipedia)

Looking into the future...
Some people in the past have been very insightful.

From "The Computers of Tomorrow" by Martin Greenberger, 1964:

By 2000 AD man should have a much better 
comprehension of himself and his system, not because 
he will be innately any smarter than he is today, but 
because he will have learned to use imaginatively the 
most powerful amplifier of intelligence yet devised.



No End in Sight...
What does the future hold?

I'm not bold enough to predict the future, but leave you with this:

"The best way to predict the future is to invent it."
     -- Alan Kay, 1971

You can be part of creating the future!


